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Barossa • Shiraz • 2015

Grape: Shiraz
Alcohol (abv): 14.5%
Total Acidity: 5.80 g/l

Residual Sugar: 0.44 g/l
Wine pH: 3.80
Cellar Potential: 5 years

This is a dense, spicy red, showing Barossa Shiraz at its deep, ripe blackberry fruit and smoky 
liquorice best. 

A highly successful vintage with six gold medals from around the world to its name!
 
The Story
In every journey there comes a night where the stories of old, and the dreams of young meet 
under the reef of change. At the Table of Tales, over wine and fables, voices are raised and the 
future is paved. The glasses clink, the drunk dogs drink and the cats purr. The speaker shouts 
a fervent verse and a New Frontier is driven... “To the Old Country, a land of rich black grapes, 
where the Shiraz is heavy and the gatherings are plenty”.
 
The Wine
Seppeltsfield is an iconic area of the Barossa Valley, home for starters of the renowned 
Seppeltsfield Winery, which has not only assisted us in sourcing some terrific grapes for this 
wine, but supply fruit from the same vineyards for some of Australia’s most iconic wines.
 
For this wine we hived off some remarkable Shiraz parcels – the densest flavoured from 
Lyndoch with its black alluvial soils, very focused bright fruit style from Rosedale to the west, 
where shallow red soils dominate, while the third is from the Seppeltsfield heartland.
 
The wine was given 10 months oak ageing to lend mellow complexity to the richness of the 
fruit.   
 
Tasting Note 
Dark cherry and a slight raspberry note on the nose followed by sweet cedary oak. Completed 
with a silky tannin profile on the palate with supporting sweet fruit of cherry and red fruits. A 
long-lasting finish that continues till the last embers of the camp fire fade out.
 
Food Pairing
With its robust flavour and oaked spice, throw a steak on the barbie and pour yourself a glass 
of this hearty Barossa Shiraz. But if you prefer a vegetarian option, the complexity and fruit 
structure will pair well with a pearl barley, cannellini bean and tomato cassoulet.
 
Cellar Potential 
Luscious and moreish for drinking now, this will still continue to develop and drink well for a 
number of years to come.


